
Commercial Real Estate: Local 
CBRE director breaks down 
2019 property forecast
EVAN DUGGAN Updated: March 13, 2019 

Vancouver commercial property investment 
appears headed for another robust year due to 
strong fundamentals in the office, industrial 
and retail markets that are fuelling record-low 
vacancies and never-seen-before rental rates, 
according to CBRE’s national 2019 market 
outlook.

Norm Taylor, CBRE’s managing director in Vancouver, says local 

and global investors remain as hungry as ever for Vancouver’s 

maturing commercial property assets. Postmedia spoke with 

Taylor recently about whether that hunger will continue, if the city 

and its office inventory can handle the expected arrival of tens of 

thousands of new workers downtown, what scares him about this 

market, and more.

(The interview has been edited for clarity and length.)

Evan Duggan: While residential values have decreased in the 

region past year, we’ve seen commercial values increase by nearly 

19 per cent and light industrial values by nearly double that. Why 

do we continue to see so much upward pressure on commercial 

property values?

Norm Taylor: Local, national and international capital is all chasing 

yield, and specifically, a lot of it is real estate yield. When investors 
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are looking to place money and are craving yield, they look for 

markets that have strong fundamentals … for growth, and 

Vancouver (is) one of those markets.

We’ve got low unemployment, we’ve got positive job growth (and) 

new companies (are) moving here. We’ve got limited amount of 

developable land because of the geographical constraints of rivers 

and oceans and mountains, and so everything gets magnified. 

When you look globally at the rental rates that are here, there is 

room for growth. They’ve been escalating. And when rental rates 

escalate, the yield is getting better, and so it’s a market that’s got a 

green light for investors of all kinds.

ED: On the industrial side, we’ve seen record lows in terms of 

vacancy here and record highs in terms of lease rates. What’s 

going to happen to our market if this trend continues?

NT: We’re already looking at developing buildings or adapting what 

we traditionally build for industrial buildings to potentially multi

level (structures) because of the land constraints. We have to 

make maximum efficiency out of the land that we have, and with 

rents going up, the market can sustain that because the market 

has matured. Vancouver is now an international city. We’ve got 

major corporations that have set up here and are established here 

and they can afford to pay higher rents and they are.

Where the concern comes in is for the smaller industrial user. What 

does it mean for them? They can’t necessarily charge more for 

their widget, so they either have to adapt, evolve or they have to 

sacrifice whether it’s geography, or class of building, or commute 

time. They may have to look at relocation because some of those 

rents are getting to a point where small business will feel too much 

pain to stay where they are.

ED: Small businesses here are facing incredibly high property tax 

rates for a variety of reasons, including taxing many properties for 

highest and best use. If you had the power, what changes to our 
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property tax system would you make to help small businesses 

survive and thrive?

NT: Taxing on highest and best use — I don’t think that is fair for 

both the owner of the property, nor is it fair to the tenants within 

the property. If the rents are fixed on a contract and if you’re going 

to charge the taxes on something that doesn’t exist — but in 

theory, it’s zoned for that — you’re taxing on the hypothetical and 

that’s just not sound. That’s not market value. That’s not a 

fundamental.

A lot of our owners; a lot of our land or redevelopment properties 

are locked. They can’t sell, or the owners won’t sell because of tax. 

They’ll pay too much in capital gains. If we did a (policy similar to 

the U.S. Internal Revenue Code’s 1031 Exchange) whereby you sell, 

but you don’t pay the capital gains if you reinvest the proceeds of 

that sale back into the market within a 12month period, you’re 

going to free up land, you’re going to free up redevelopment 

properties.

(That strategy is) going to free up supply because the land 

constraints are really one of the most important and critical costs 

when you go to build a building, and if we could do that, if we could 

get more land available, then that’s the start to solving our supply 

issue, which is really plaguing the market right now.

ED: Your brokerage has said there could be 30,000 additional 

workers in downtown Vancouver over the next three years due to 

the expansion of tech firms including Amazon, Kabam and 

Facebook. Can the city handle that many more workers?

NT: Yes. The developers have already responded. They could see 

this coming. We’ve got 4.1 million sq. ft. (of office space) actively 

under development right now. … And if you assume that you have 

200 square feet per person, we’re not exactly there, but we’re 

close. We’ve just come through a major development phase, and 

we’re in a development phase right now for 4.1to4.5 million sq. ft. 
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and there is already a pipeline of developers that are readying 

development applications and development permits.

ED: How much relief is that going to bring to the market?

NT: None of the new supply hits for a couple of years, and vacancy 

is already extremely low, which is why we’re seeing the rental 

increases that we’re seeing. Is it enough relief? We never can tell. 

Right now, of the 4.1 million square feet, 34 per cent is already pre

leased. Some of it preleased from new entrants in the 

marketplace.

There is some backfill space. The key to watching how heated this 

market is will be how quickly those (vacated buildings) lease. If a 

market has pent up demand, that backfill space leases well in 

advance of it becoming vacant and available.

ED: I rarely hear anything but optimism from brokers like yourself 

and from developers in this city about the future of the market. 

Let’s be real for a second, what scares you about where our 

commercial property market is heading?

NT: What scares me is tied to the residential side and the impact it 

could have on the commercial side. Commercially, we’ve got really 

strong fundamentals … but at some point, these people have to live 

somewhere. We’ve got rental vacancy below one per cent. We have 

developers that are reluctant to build condos and/or rental 

buildings because our government is trying to battle affordability, 

and they’re doing what they can to battle, but it’s a problem that 

we have to solve.

I don’t think we’re going about it right, in that we are not 

addressing the supply concerns. There is a lot of talk but I haven’t 

seen a lot of action yet. We continue to try and tax demand and it 

seems counterintuitive to me. Taxing demand takes out a segment 

of the market. It takes out some of the wealthy, who will not buy 

because the taxes are too big, but it doesn’t take out the super 

wealthy from coming forward because it’s just a cost of business, 
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so taxing demand can actually be negative. It can actually make 

the market less affordable.

If we’ve got this great economy going and this great city and jobs 

and good, bright futures for our people, but they don’t have a place 

to live, we have a problem. And I don’t have a silver bullet, but I 

believe in the power of people and the brilliant minds we have in 

Vancouver that there is a way that we can do this. … I’ve got young 

kids. I want them to live in this city. And I want them to have a great 

career in this city. Should they choose to live here, I want them to 

be able to, and that’s something we’ve got to solve.

evan@evanduggan.com (mailto:evan@evanduggan.com) 

twitter.com/EvanBDuggan (http://twitter.com/EvanBDuggan) 
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